NO TIME FOR DOWNTIME.

Get the mobility of a backpack without the confinement of a cord. Ideally suited for offices and large commercial facilities where speed and convenience are crucial. Maximize productivity by swapping batteries without removing the backpack. The HEPA filter and self-sealing disposable bag traps dust and reduces emissions.

LED Battery Level Indicator*
Know when it's time to swap batteries on the go.

Chiropractor Designed Harness
Increase range of motion and productivity while reducing fatigue.

Lightweight Design
Maneuver with less strain and more productivity.
CH93406: Body 10.5 lbs., Harness 2 lbs., Battery 4.5 lbs.
CH34006: Body 9.5 lbs., Harness 2 lbs.

HEPA Filtration with Hexaguard™ Technology
HEPA Media Filter traps 99.97% of dirt, dust and pollens down to 0.3 microns for cleaner air.

Self-Sealing Bag
Traps dust and promotes healthier disposal of used bags.

6 qt. Capacity
Save time by emptying less often.

Additional Features

M-PWR™ 40V Battery
45 minutes of performance and 90 minute charge time* lets you clean without stopping.

Grab & Go Battery*
Effortlessly change batteries with just one hand. No need to remove the backpack. No downtime.

HushTone™ 2 Speed Motor
Less disruption with quiet 66 dB performance and a Boost Mode for high traffic areas.

Learn more at
(800) 944-9200 | HooverCommercial.com